Juan Ramirez
Portfolio
I’m Juan Ramirez and I’m a student at Akins High School in Austin tx. I am a
sophomore and this is great school. I’m 16 years old and my favorite thing to do is
play soccer. I’m in the soccer team and my favorite subject is English. I am a very
had working student and I keep my grades high. I wanted to be a mechanical
engineer but I don’t know now, I want to do something with computers. I want to
be someone important in life. I want to do big things. I love my family there
everything to me, they come first then anything.
1. Background One Project

I used flash to create this simple background for my first project in animation
class. I used a rectangle tool with a gradient for the sky and then outlined my
clouds and filled them. I drew mountain shapes and had to close every shape to
fill with color. I did the same shape for the hills and the water.

2. Project Two Characters

I did research to find good looking butterflies and copied the one I liked loosely. I
also looked at images of explosions to create mine but I made up the lighting on
my own

3. First Flash Animation

I used the timeline motion, tweens, frames and key frames to create a short
animation that we worked on as a class. The butterfly was and repeated
animation in the library and also used a motion preset for the smoke.
https://youtu.be/M-Krc2xMj34

4. Magix Music Studio

https://youtu.be/qCMeLsV53S8
I’m using magix to create music for my animations.

5. Hand Drawn Ball Bounce Animation

https://youtu.be/hHKo5Qg4ejE
I used pencil and paper to draw 30 circles in a sequence which created the

6. Animation Test

https://youtu.be/1Oq4250uyYU
I created this animation for a test for my animation class. Its called the great
goal.

7. T-shirt Contest

I used flash to create this T shirt design.
8. Drum Animation

https://youtu.be/ZA-nxr3jTVM
I drew this animation to practice a flip motion with more then one timing and
spacing speeds.

9. Script One
Script
By
Juan Ramirez
INT: FADE IN: A GROUP OF KIDS IN A CLASS ROOM
All the kids were throwing paper balls around. They were laughing
and screaming. They were having a great time. They all were hungry
and decide to go eat.
INT: JOHN CENA WALKS IN TO THE KIDS
They were going to the cafeteria then out of no where John Cena
walks in jumping and screaming and the kids were all exited .
INT: THE BIG FIGHT STARTS
All the kids were surprised to see him and they went to get he's
autograph and out of no where Big Show shows up and starts to fight
John cena.
INT: JOHN CENA WINS
It was a great fight everyone thought Big Show was gonna win
because John cena wasn't doing nothing but at the end he came with
the win and the kids were screaming of joy for him.

10.Naviance

I used naviance to pick my classes for next year.
11. Story Board

I created a script and then made this story board using the script and made a little
story and made drawings for my animation class.

12. Zombie Animation

https://youtu.be/rmB53PuF6w8
I used multiple scenes, animated symbols and an audio track to create this
short animation.

13. Egg Skirt

https://youtu.be/IgHoHg79ots
I drew this short animation show for animation class.

14.Fleming Video

https://youtu.be/V7DcTYGWak8
I used color key to create this animation of my fellow students animation.

15.Flash Bones and Motion Presets

https://youtu.be/gQEC2fdEbE4
I used the Bone tool and one of the motion presets in flash to create this
animation in animation class.

16.Children’s Book Animation

https://youtu.be/9xoX8JtSPgs
I wrote the script for this animation, then I selected the storyboard, I
selected the audio and animated it in flash finally I edited in premiere.
17.Game Sketch For Game Developer

I used a hand drawn image I made for a video game designer and scanned it
into the computer, then I used Photoshop and flash to create the image.

18. Demo Reel

https://youtu.be/9-xLl6QD36Y
I used Premiere and all my projects which I have done this year to create this
Demo Reel.
19.Double take

https://youtu.be/jJgWoNKyi4k
I drew this short animation for my animation class.

20. Independent Animation Script

I used word and professional screen writing formate to create this script for
independent animation.
21. Independent Animation Storyboard

I used Photoshop and storyboard template to create this storyboard for my
independent animation.

22. Indie Characters

I created these characters in flash for my independent animation
23. Indie background

I created these background for my independent animation to match my
storyboar

24. Indie Animation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AbMm8h_cTA&feature=youtu.be
I created this animation in class.
25. SLO test

https://youtu.be/OfsScu0ZHPs
I created this animation for animation class in premiere.

26. Certiport Certification Test

I took the certification test for Flash on Certiport web site

27. Web Portfolio

http://juan4ramirez54.wix.com/juan-ramirez

I used wix.com to create this page

